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Abstract: This paper introduces a digital-twin-based system for foam cleaning robots in spent fuel
pools, aiming to efficiently clean foam in spent fuel pools. The system adopts a four-layer architecture,
including the physical entity layer, twin data layer, twin model layer, and application service layer.
Initially, the robot was modeled in two dimensions, encompassing physical and kinematic aspects.
Subsequently, data collection and fusion were carried out using laser radar and depth cameras,
establishing a virtual model of the working scenario and mapping the physical entity to the digital
twin model. Building upon this foundation, improvements were made in applying the full-coverage
path planning algorithm by integrating a pure tracking algorithm, thereby enhancing the cleaning
efficiency. Obstacle detection and localization were conducted using infrared and depth cameras
positioned above the four corners of the spent fuel pool, with the digital twin platform transmitting
coordinates to the robot for obstacle avoidance operations. Finally, comparative experiments were
conducted on the robot’s full-coverage algorithm, along with simulation experiments on the robot’s
position and motion direction. The experimental results indicated that this approach reduced the
robot’s overall cleaning time and energy consumption. Furthermore, it enabled motion data detection
for the digital twin robot, reducing the risk of collisions during the cleaning process and providing
insights and directions for the intelligent development of foam cleaning robots.

Keywords: foam cleaning robot for spent fuel pools; digital twinning; full-coverage path planning;
object detection and localization; visual monitoring

1. Introduction

Cleaning robots can autonomously perform cleaning tasks in indoor or outdoor envi-
ronments. They typically possess functionalities such as environmental recognition, path
planning, autonomous navigation, intelligent obstacle avoidance, and automatic cleaning.
Commercial applications of cleaning robots are widespread and can be found in apartments,
hotels, shopping malls, public spaces, and outdoor areas like roads. With the introduction
of concepts like “Industry 4.0” and the development guidelines outlined in “Made in
China 2025”, cleaning robots are undergoing continuous transformation towards greater
intelligence. Water cleaning robots are making significant strides in their development, to
address complex application scenarios [1].

The term “spent fuel pool” refers to the storage pool where used nuclear fuel from
a nuclear reactor is placed after removal. Its primary task is storing the used nuclear
fuel safely while awaiting further processing [2,3]. In practical operations, factors such as
activities within the pool, mechanical equipment wear, and airborne dust can lead to the
generation of foam on the surface of the water of the spent fuel pool. Cleaning this foam is
necessary for the spent fuel storage process and has been a persistent technological chal-
lenge. With the rise of intelligent manufacturing, cleaning robots have gained widespread
application due to their environmental perception, decision-making, and motion control
capabilities. Adopting cleaning robots for debris removal has become a trend, replacing
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traditional manual retrieval and fixed filtration circuits. However, conventional cleaning
robots face challenges such as opaque motion data and significant accuracy deviations
during operation, hindering their ability to meet cleaning requirements. Therefore, there is
an urgent need to leverage new technologies and methods to facilitate the transformation
of traditional cleaning robots towards intelligence.

A digital twin is an intelligent approach that integrates new sensing technologies, data
collection technologies, virtual reality, 3D visualization, and intelligent human–machine
interaction, and incorporates the concept of digital governance and interdisciplinary knowl-
edge. The concept of digital twin was first proposed by Professor Grieves in 2003. Its
core idea is to create a virtual digital representation that corresponds to objects or pro-
cesses in the real world using digital technology [4]. Subsequently, many scholars at home
and abroad have actively engaged in the research and practice of digital twin technology,
achieving significant results. Tao Fei and others contemplated the ten major issues of
digital twins, introduced the concept of a five-dimensional model, and provided theoretical
foundations and ideas for applying digital twins in product design, technological appli-
cations, and lifecycle maintenance [5–7]. Li Hao and others systematically discussed the
concept, structure, and operational mode of industrial digital twin systems by comparing
different categories [8]. Stan Liliana and others established a digital twin robot working
platform aimed at eliminating glitches. Wang Yan and others used a digital twin to estab-
lish a twin-body model of a gearbox, simulated the operational states of gearboxes under
different conditions, and achieved precise fault diagnosis for gearboxes [9]. Söderberg
affected the product production process using a digital twin, enabling real-time control and
optimization of product production, and facilitating the transition from mass production to
personalized customization [10]. Wei Yixiong, Guo Lei, and others proposed a real-time
data-driven digital twin workshop system architecture and technical route. They achieved
real-time visualization monitoring, health management, and intelligent workshop pro-
duction status fault diagnosis by building a virtual simulation environment of the actual
physical behavior and employing an event-responsive data management approach [11].
Many scholars have recognized the potential application of digital twin technology in
robotics. MO et al. proposed the first robot-centric intelligent digital twin framework,
Terra, to deploy robots in challenging environments, thereby achieving state monitoring
and optimization of robots [12]. Stan Liliana and others established a digital twin robot
working platform aimed at eliminating glitches. This platform achieved communication
links between the robot and a virtual controller, presenting a novel approach to project-
based intelligent robot manufacturing models and concepts such as information-physical
systems, digitization, data collection, continuous monitoring, and intelligent solutions [13].
Wei Xinyu et al. combined digital twin technology to propose a surface-cleaning robot
control system solution supporting robot path planning and motion control, effectively
achieving the cleaning of charcoal surfaces [14]. Chancharoen, R et al. utilized digital twin
technology to develop a collaborative painting robot that can substitute for human workers.
The robot can simulate the entire process, and the feasibility of the solution was validated
through experiments [15]. Zhu Zhiqiang designed and implemented a robot milling motion
simulation and visual monitoring system based on a digital twin system framework. This
system utilizes the Unity3D platform to construct a digital twin body of the robot, and
they designed material removal algorithms based on grid deformation, established milling
motion simulation models, and validated the effectiveness and timeliness of the system
through experiments [16]. Farhadi A. et al. introduced a digital twin framework for robot
drilling, achieving real-time visualization of drilling process parameters [17].

The above indicates that digital twinning can play a crucial role in the operation of
robots [18]. However, most current research in the digital twin domain needs bidirectional
data interaction capabilities for real-time mapping of robot operational processes. There still
needs to be an improvement in achieving real-time synchronization. Moreover, the robot
often needs better processing capabilities when confronted with complex environmental
conditions, due to inherent power and computational capacity limitations. Consequently,
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this paper addressed the challenges posed by a fuel-depleted pool foam cleaning robot by
establishing a digital twin model within the ROS environment. Through research on simu-
lating the cleaning activities of the robot, we applied the pure tracking algorithm concept to
refine a complete coverage path planning algorithm, thereby enhancing the smoothness of
its movements. Additionally, real-time obstacle detection and localization were facilitated
using the digital twin system platform to prevent collisions with obstacles lying beyond
the existing map during the cleaning process. Subsequently, the obstacle positions were
transmitted to the robot, aiding in its obstacle avoidance maneuvers. Lastly, building upon
this foundation, we validated the accuracy of the data and the synchronization consistency
between virtual and real robots by examining the positional coordinates and movement
directions of both entities at four random time points.

2. Digital Twin Technology Architecture for Surface Robots

As shown in Figure 1, leveraging digital twin technology and integrating the workflow
of the foam cleaning robot, this study designed a digital twin technology architecture
specifically for the foam cleaning robot in spent fuel pools. The architecture is primarily
divided into four parts: the physical entity layer, twin data layer, twin model layer, and
application service layer. The robot and the digital twin system exhibited excellent stability
and safety with this modular four-layer design.
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Figure 1. Spent Fuel pools foam cleaning robot digital twin system.

Assuming that the digital twin framework (DFT) represents the digital twin frame-
work, and::= signifies being defined as, where PEL stands for the physical entity layer, TDL
represents the twin data layer, TML represents the twin model layer, and ASL means the
application service layer, the architecture is depicted as shown in Equation (1).

DFT ::= {PEL, TDL, TML, ASL} (1)
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2.1. Physical Entity Layer (PEL)

The PEL is the foundational framework of the digital twin system, primarily composed
of scene devices in physical space. This includes the entities of both the robot and the
spent fuel pool. Functionally, it can be divided into three modules: the network module,
the perception module, and the control and execution module. The devices at this level
constitute the actual operational units of the digital twin system. They receive instructions
from the digital twin system, execute tasks accordingly, and directly interact with the
natural environment, making them the interface for interaction between the system and its
physical surroundings.

2.2. Twin Data Layer (TWL)

The TWL serves as the foundation of the digital twin system, responsible for managing
and processing physical data, acting as a bridge between the physical and virtual spaces,
and allowing their mutual influence. Its functions primarily include classifying, analyzing,
and integrating real-time physical data from sensors such as lidar, depth cameras, and
ultrasound arrays. This encompasses both physical space data and virtual space data, with
physical space data including the robot’s position and orientation, the positions of walls and
obstacles, and the cleaning area. Virtual space data include the simulation and decision data.
Finally, these data are transmitted to the application service layer for further processing.

2.3. Twin Model Layer (TML)

The TML is the digital twin body that integrates the physical entity and twin data
layers. Acquiring detailed data from the data layer enables comprehensive modeling and
simulation of the surface robot, encompassing both the robot model and the spent fuel pool
environment model. This layer includes geometric modeling, physical modeling, behav-
ioral modeling, and rule modeling, ensuring that the TML accurately reflects and simulates
the robot’s motion, interaction, and response in the actual spent fuel pool environment.

2.4. Application Service Layer (ASL)

The ASL is primarily designed to meet the application requirements of DFT, utilizing
the rich data provided by the twin data layer, including initial positions and target con-
straints. It engages in virtual scene construction, model driving, and robot motion. The
system uses these data to accomplish tasks such as obstacle avoidance, complete coverage
path planning, collision detection, and viewpoint switching. Additionally, the ASL offers
visualization services, presenting the robot’s motion state and path to the user accurately
and intuitively.

3. Implementation of the Digital Twin System for the Foam Cleaning Robot in Spent
Fuel Pools
3.1. Establishment of the Physical Model for Robots

Establishing a digitized virtual model consistent with physical entities is crucial for
digital twin modeling. This paper, using the characteristics of the digital twin system for the
foam cleaning robot in spent fuel pools, presents the specific modeling process as follows:

(1) Utilizing SolidWorks 2022, a three-dimensional model of the robot’s appearance
and structure was established. This encompasses the overall shape of the robot (catamaran),
propellers, and foam collection device. Subsequently, the model was exported as an STL
file, which was converted into COLLADA format. Throughout this process, the geometric
information of the robot model was preserved, allowing effective loading and utilization
within the ROS system.The overall structure diagram of the robot system is as shown in
Figure 2.

(2) Based on the actual shape, color, dimensions, mass, and inertia parameters of the
robot, a URDF file was written to provide a detailed description of the robot’s structure and
characteristics. Among these, the robots could be approximated as dual-body ship models,
with maximum lengths and widths measuring 70 cm, maximum height of 40 cm, and a
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mass of 20 kg. The URDF file encompasses definitions for the robot’s joints, sensors, and
links, and specifies their relationships and constraints. This file enabled the ROS system
to comprehend and simulate the physical attributes of the robot, providing an accurate
robot model for subsequent tasks such as simulation, control, obstacle avoidance, and
path planning. Figure 3 illustrates the schematic of the robot’s structure, Table 1 lists the
inventory of robot components, Figure 4 depicts the physical representation of the robot
and Figure 5 shows the controller circuit diagram.

Radar sensor

Camera sensor

GPS

Ultrasonic sensor

Attitude sensor

Core controller

Drive system

Propeller

Garbage collection 
system

Mobile terminalWIFI

Sensor system

Execution system

Communication system

Figure 2. Overall structure diagram of the robot system.

Figure 3. Robot model diagram.

(3) In the URDF file, the sensors such as the laser rangefinder, depth camera, ultrasonic
sensor, and attitude sensor are configured. This configuration imparts the robot with the
capability to perceive and receive external information, enabling the robot to simulate
the real-world perception process. Consequently, this provides an accurate perceptual
foundation for robot navigation and path planning.
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Table 1. Inventory of robot components.

Serial Number Assembly Unit Amount

1⃝ Ultrasonic sensor 4
2⃝ depth camera 1
3⃝ lidar 1
4⃝ blow-off line 1
5⃝ storage box 1
6⃝ electrical machinery 2

Figure 4. Robot physical representation diagram.
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Figure 5. Controller circuit diagram.

(4) After completing digital modeling, the URDF file was loaded into ROS, utilizing
RViz for visualization. This allowed an intuitive observation of the robot’s appearance,
posture, and feedback from sensor data. It further facilitated simulation and control of the
robot within the ROS environment.

3.2. Establishment of the Robot Motion Model

The motion model of the robot serves as the fundamental basis and core concern
for implementing robot motion control. In this paper, the robot adopted the form of a
catamaran, and the MMG model was utilized to establish a motion model of the catamaran,
employing mathematical equations to describe its motion process.

To determine the position and orientation of the robot during surface movement, it
was necessary to establish a coordinate system suitable for its motion control. Cartesian
coordinates are widely used in the study of robot motion, including both fixed coordinate
systems and moving coordinate systems. This paper neglected the robot’s heaving, pitching,
and rolling motions. The six degrees of freedom were simplified into a plane motion state
with only three degrees of freedom. Based on the above, a coordinate system for the planar
motion of the surface robot was established. A schematic diagram of the planar motion of
the surface robot is shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Planar Motion schematic for robot.
X0 = X cos ψ − Y sin ψ

Y0 = X sin ψ + Y cos ψ

N0 = N − Yxd

(2)


ẋG = u cos ψ − v sin ψ

ẏG = u sin ψ + v cos ψ

ψ̇ = r

(3)

In Equations (2) and (3), u and v represent the longitudinal and lateral velocities of the
robot, respectively, while r is the rate of change of the robot’s heading angle ψ concerning
time. X0, Y0, and N0 denote the external forces and moments acting on the robot in the
inertial coordinate system. X, Y, and N represent the external forces and moments acting
on the robot in the body-fixed coordinate system. xG and yG are the coordinates of the
robot’s center of gravity G, xd is the coordinate value of the robot’s center in the body-fixed
coordinate axis, and Yxd is a correction term.

The actual motion equations of the robot can be expressed as follows:
X0 = mẍG

Y0 = mÿG

N0 = Izψ̈

(4)

In Equation (4), m represents the mass of the robot, and Iz represents the mass moment
of inertia of the robot body about the vertical axis passing through the center of gravity.

Taking the time derivative of Equation (3), we obtain
ẍG = u̇ cos ψ − v̇ sin ψ − (u sin ψ + v cos ψ)ψ̇

ÿG = u̇ sin ψ + v̇ cos ψ + (u cos ψ − v sin ψ)ψ̇

ψ̈ = ṙ

(5)

Substituting Equation (4) into Equation (5), we obtain
X0 = m(u̇ − vψ̇) cos ψ − m(v̇ + uψ̇) sin ψ

Y0 = m(u̇ − vψ̇) sin ψ + m(v̇ + uψ̇) cos ψ

N0 = Iz ṙ

(6)
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Combining and simplifying Equations (2) and (6), the motion model of the robot in
the body-fixed coordinate system is obtained as follows:

X = m(u̇ − vr)
Y = m(v̇ + ur)
Iz ṙ = N − Yxd

(7)

Following the modeling concept of the MMG separation model [19], the external forces
and moments acting on the robot are represented as follows:

X = XH + XP + XW + XC

Y = YH + YP + YW + YC

N = NH + NP + NW + NC

(8)

In these Equations, H represents the robot body, P represents the propeller, W repre-
sents the wind, and C represents the current.

Combining and simplifying Equations (7) and (8), the motion model of the surface
robot with three degrees of freedom is obtained as follows:

m(u̇ − vr) = XH + XP + XW + XC

m(v̇ + ur) = YH + YP + YW + YC

Iz ṙ = NH + NP + NW + NC − Yxd

(9)

3.3. Construction of the Working Scenario for the Cleaning Robot

The construction of the working scenario formed the foundation for the successful
operation of the robot. In constructing the scenario, this paper integrated a laser rangefinder
and depth camera through sensor fusion in the ROS environment [20]. Multiple sensors
were utilized to provide rich environmental information, and data fusion was employed to
achieve complementary benefits from the sensors, thereby reducing the measurement error
and enhancing the robot’s robustness.The workflow for constructing the work scene map
is shown in Figure 7.

The laser radar used in this study was the RPLIDAR S2, capable of measuring distances
ranging from 0.05 to 30 m with an accuracy of ±30 mm. It has a ranging resolution of
13 mm, a sampling frequency of 32 kHz, and a scanning frequency of 10 Hz. The depth
camera employed was an Astra Pro Plus, with a working range of 0.6 to 8 m and an accuracy
of 1 m ± 3 mm. It operates at a frame rate of 30 fps with a horizontal field of view of
58.4◦ and a vertical field of view of 45.8◦. The resolution is 640 × 480, and the operational
temperature range is 10 to 40 degrees Celsius.

3.3.1. Processing of Depth Camera Point Clouds

The environment point cloud published by the depth camera contained many redun-
dant points. In the context of this paper, where the robot could be approximated as a
ground robot, excessively high walls and ground points did not contribute to obstacle
information for mapping. Therefore, it was necessary to filter out these points. As shown
in Figure 8, this is the process diagram for depth camera point cloud processing.

First, downsampling was applied to the point cloud produced by the depth camera.
The point cloud was then converted into a format that the PCL library could process. Voxel
filtering was performed to filter the point cloud, significantly reducing the number of
points, while preserving the shape features. Subsequently, a height threshold was set to
remove excessively high points, retaining obstacle points on the ground. Finally, ground
points were removed using the standard vector method. The average vector for each point
was calculated using the principal component analysis method for a given point cloud data.
The average vector was considered as the plane normal vector, and by fitting the point
cloud data to the plane model, the plane equation was obtained as Ax + By + Cz + D = 0,
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where (A, B, C) is the plane average vector, and (x, y, z) is the coordinates of the point. Each
point’s coordinates were substituted into the plane equation, and the points that satisfied
the equation were considered ground points and were removed from the point cloud. In
Figure 9, both the raw point cloud data from the depth camera and the processed point
cloud data are presented.

Real 
environment

Depth camera 
perception

Lidar perception

Camera point 
cloud

Radar point 
cloud

Point cloud 
fusion

Conversion to 
lidar data

Point Cloud 
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Figure 7. Workflow Diagram of constructing the working scenario map.
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Figure 8. Processing of depth camera point clouds.
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(a) Raw point cloud (b) Processed point cloud

Figure 9. Point cloud data from depth camera.

3.3.2. Sensor Data Fusion

The information obtained by the depth camera and the two-dimensional laser rangefinder
differed in their representation. The mapping relationship between the point cloud and
image data was obtained using the rotational and translational transformation relationship.
This enabled data transformation into the same coordinate system for further processing.

Figure 10 shows the coordinate relationship between laser radar and depth camera. In
Figure 10, the detected object has coordinates mD(xd, yd, zd) in the depth camera coordinate
system, mL(xl , yl , zl) in the laser rangefinder coordinate system, and projection coordinates
m′(u, v) in the image coordinate system. For the depth camera, the collected information of
point m includes the projection coordinates m′(u, v) and the corresponding depth informa-
tion zc. The laser rangefinder scanned and obtained the distance ρ and angle α between
the radar and the object. Here, α represents the angle between the detected object and the
OLZL axis. Based on the geometric relationship between these two coordinate systems,
the transformation relationship of the detected object between the two coordinate systems
could be derived as follows: xc

yc

zc

 =

[
R T
0T 1

]xl

yl

zl

 (10)

In Equation (10), R represents the rotation matrix, and T represents the translation
matrix. m′ is the projection of the detected object on the image plane. In the depth
camera coordinate system, the relationship between the depth information and projection
coordinates is

zc

u

v

1

 =

 fx 0 qx 0
0 fy qy 0
0 0 1 0


xc

yc

zc

 (11)

In Equation (11), fx and fy represent the focal lengths on the X and Y axes, while qx
and qy represent the baseline points on the X and Y axes. fx, fy, qx, and qy are intrinsic
parameters of the camera. According to the above formula, the data of the detected object
collected by the depth camera could be transformed into the laser rangefinder coordinate
system. The transformation relationship between them is

zc

u

v

1

 =

 fx 0 qx 0
0 fy qy 0
0 0 1 0

[R T
0 1

]xl

yl

zl

 (12)

During the scanning process, the laser rangefinder adopted a polar coordinate expres-
sion. The relationship between the information collected by the laser rangefinder about the
detected object in its coordinate system is{

xl = ρ sin α

zl = ρ cos α
(13)
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It was ensured that the center points of the depth camera and laser rangefinder lay
on the same axis, with the height difference between them denoted as δ. From the above
formulas, the transformation relationship between the depth camera information and laser
rangefinder information could be derived as:

zc

u

v

1

 =

 fx 0 qx 0
0 fy qy 0
0 0 1 0

[R T
0 1

]ρ sin α
h

ρ cos α

 (14)

By substituting the measured depth camera data and laser rangefinder data into the
Equation (14), the rotation matrix and translation matrix in the system of linear equations
could be determined. This completes the calibration to transform depth camera data into
pseudo-laser rangefinder data. After the joint calibration of the sensors, the point clouds
from both sensors were fused in the laser rangefinder coordinate system. The position
coordinates of the fused points are denoted as mF = {mD′ , mL}, where mD′ represents the
coordinates of the pseudo-laser rangefinder data from the depth camera, and mL represents
the coordinates of the laser rangefinder data.

Depth camera coordinate system

LiDAR coordinate system
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Figure 10. Coordinate relationship between laser radar and depth camera.

3.3.3. Construction of the Scene Map

After merging the two sets of point clouds, the combined point cloud was input
into the Cartographer algorithm to complete the construction of a two-dimensional plane
map [21]. The map construction involved two main steps: local submap construction and
global loop closure optimization. In this process, a submap was defined as a frame of the
merged point cloud, and loop closure detection was based on the entire submap.

Upon obtaining a frame of the merged point cloud, it was inserted into the optimal
position of the submap. This process involved creating a grid submap and building a
camera pose graph. Subsequently, the constructed grid submap was added to the loop
closure detection queue. Suppose the estimated pose of the current point cloud is closest to
the pose of a point cloud in the loop closure detection queue. In that case, a loop closure
constraint is added to the corresponding position in the pose graph to help eliminate
cumulative errors in local mapping.

Finally, loop closure optimization was performed between sub-maps to ensure high-
precision consistency in the map’s local and global aspects. This optimization process
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involved adjustments between sub-maps, further enhancing the accuracy and completeness
of the map and providing a reliable foundation for path planning for the robot in the spent
fuel pool. Figure 11 depicts the process of scene map construction.

(a) Map Construction Initiated (b) Map Construction Completed

Figure 11. Scene map construction.

4. Digital Twin Collaborative Full-Coverage Path Planning Method
4.1. Construction of the Objective Function

The robot must traverse the entire environment with as few steps as possible, while
autonomously avoiding obstacles on the map. Meanwhile, energy consumption is also
crucial, to ensure the robot can successfully complete the task. The paper defines the
following evaluation functions to analyze the algorithm’s performance. This evaluation
function is divided into three parts:

(1) Site Coverage: In this paper, let Sa represent the already covered area, S represent
the total area of the working environment, and So represent the area covered by obstacles.
Therefore, the coverage rate r of the full-coverage path planning is calculated as r = Sa

S−So .
(2) Energy Consumption: This paper established an energy consumption model for

the robot. Let ts be the time for the robot to move in a straight line, tt be the time for the
robot to turn, and tr be the time the robot is stationary on the water. The power for turning
is denoted as Pt, and the power of the robot’s control module is marked as Pc. The energy
consumed by the control module is denoted as Ec.

Simplifying the force relationship of the robot in the spent fuel pool, the paper focused
only on the traction force F generated by the robot’s movement in the water and the
resistance f experienced by the robot. Additionally, assuming the robot moves at a constant
speed v, the energy consumption Em of the robot’s motion module can be expressed as

Ec = Pc ∗ (ts + tt + tr) (15)

Em = (F − f ) ∗ vts + Pttt (16)

Let the total energy consumption of the robot be Ett, then the final energy consumption
model for the robot performing the cleaning task is given by

Ett = Ec + Em = [(F − f ) ∗ v + Pc] ∗ ts + (Pt + Pc) ∗ tt + Pc ∗ tr (17)

4.2. Selection and Improvement of the Full-Coverage Path Planning Algorithm

The path planning algorithm in this paper can be broadly divided into three main parts:
(1) Behavior-based coverage for full coverage path planning:
In the process of full coverage path planning for the robot, considering the relatively

stable environment of the fuel-depleted pool and aiming to enhance the simplicity and
adaptability of the algorithm, as well as taking into account the computational limitations of
the robot itself and the goal of minimizing robot energy consumption to the greatest extent
possible, this paper adopted behavior-based coverage. The basic process of behavior-based
coverage is as follows: (a) Initialization: Set the starting point of the initial path in advance.
(b) Consider the robot’s size sufficiently, and partition the map into appropriately sized
grids. (c) The system generates the robot’s motion path and determines the initial direction.
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Upon determining the path, obstacles are detected, and if the robot detects an obstacle, the
path is discarded; otherwise, it is considered a candidate path. (d) From all the candidate
paths, select the path with the shortest length as the final path. (e) In actual movement, the
robot will move linearly in the environment along the path. When an obstacle is detected,
it will rotate clockwise 90° to achieve an S-shaped movement. Suppose the area around
the robot has been completely covered. In that case, the path is determined by applying a
genetic algorithm [22,23] from the current robot position to the endpoint of the uncovered
area. This process is repeated until the entire cleaning task has been completed.

(2) Improvement with Pure Tracking Algorithm:
However, the above algorithm has some limitations in practical applications. This is

mainly because the planned path after completion only includes the central positions of
the map segmentation, with each point being separated by the size of only one cleaning
robot. Additionally, the robot only sends the next path planning point when it has reached
a certain determined point, which may result in frequent starts and stops during task
execution, significantly increasing the hover time of the robot and thus reducing cleaning
efficiency. To address this issue, an improvement was made to the complete coverage path
planning algorithm by integrating the pure tracking algorithm [24]. The core objective of
the pure tracking algorithm is to achieve precise tracking and control of the robot to the
target point, ensuring that the robot can move along the expected trajectory and ultimately
reach the target position. Its main idea is to dynamically generate and adjust the robot’s
motion trajectory in real time based on the current state of the robot, the position of the
target point, and predefined control strategies, enabling stable tracking of the target point.
The specific changes made in this paper were as follows: During the robot’s movement,
the next path planning point is no longer only sent when the target point is reached.
Instead, it is dynamically generated based on the current position and state of the robot.
The Euclidean distance between the current robot position and the set target point is
calculated based on the feedback pose data from the current robot odometer. The system
determines whether the current distance is less than a set threshold at each moment. If it
indicates that the robot is close to the target point, the system can immediately send the
next path planning point. If it is greater than the threshold, the current motion continues.
This allows the robot to move more smoothly during task execution, avoiding frequent
stops and achieving a more continuous and efficient motion trajectory. Consequently, this
significantly improves the cleaning efficiency and enhances the practicality and benefits of
the robot in real-world applications.

(3) Local Path Planning Using Genetic Algorithm:
As mentioned in (1), if the area around the robot has been completely covered, the

problem is transformed into a local path planning problem between the starting point and
the target point, with the current robot position as the starting point and the uncleared area
as the target point. In this case, a genetic algorithm was adopted in this paper to address
this issue.

A genetic algorithm is a computational model that simulates Darwinian biological
evolution theory to search for the optimal solution to a problem. It starts with a population
representing a set of possible solutions to the problem, consisting of several individuals
encoded with genes. Each individual represents an entity with characteristics internally
represented as chromosomes containing a set of genes. Therefore, encoding from data
features to genes is needed.

During the evolution process of genetic algorithms, increasingly excellent approximate
solutions are generated, generation by generation, based on the principles of survival of
the fittest and natural selection. In each generation, individuals are selected based on
their fitness, and genetic operators such as crossover and mutation are applied to produce
new solution populations. This process leads to the natural evolution of the population
into offspring populations that are better adapted to the environment. After multiple
generations of evolution, the best individual in the final population, decoded from genes,
can serve as an approximate optimal solution to the problem.
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A genetic algorithm mainly involves operations such as encoding, crossover, and
mutation of genes, which can be implemented in various ways. This section mainly
adopts a path-based encoding method, crossover operation based on partial matching, and
mutation operation based on exchange.

Figures 12 and 13 respectively depict the flowchart of the robot cleaning process and
the robot cleaning operation.
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Figure 12. Flowchart of the robot cleaning process.

Figure 13. Robot cleaning operation.
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5. Obstacle Detection and Localization

To facilitate human operations, temporary devices such as floating platforms, floating
barriers, and buoys may be intermittently placed on the surface of the fuel-depleted pool.
These devices, potentially positioned along pre-planned operational routes, pose a safety
risk, as they are prone to collisions with the robot. Due to the limited computational capacity
of the robot itself and the need to minimize its energy consumption, obstacle detection, and
localization were conducted using a digital twin system platform. This platform provided
effective feedback regarding obstacle positions relative to the robot’s status. Initially, RGB
images and depth maps of the pool environment were obtained through infrared and depth
cameras positioned above the four corners of the pool. Subsequently, an obstacle detection
algorithm based on YOLOv5 was employed to identify obstacles in the RGB images and
obtain pixel coordinates of the obstacle’s location. The three-dimensional coordinates
and depth information of the obstacle’s location in the camera coordinate system were
computed by combining depth information. Following a target transformation, the absolute
coordinates of the impediment to the water surface coordinate system were derived. These
coordinate data were then transmitted to the robot, enabling it to autonomously detect,
locate, and navigate around obstacles in the spent fuel pool.

5.1. Object Detection Based on YOLOv5

YOLOv5 (You Only Look Once version 5) is a real-time object detection algorithm
renowned for its efficient, rapid, and accurate performance. The network architecture
of this algorithm can be divided into four main components: the input layer, backbone
network, neck, and predictions. Through the collaborative interaction of these four crucial
components, YOLOv5 achieves rapid object detection, while maintaining a high accuracy,
showcasing its excellence in real-time scenarios and complex environments. The YOLOv5
network architecture diagram is shown in Figure 14.

(1) Input Layer: Images are initially fed into the YOLOv5 network. This algorithm
supports various input sizes, allowing users to balance speed and precision. Users can
adjust the algorithm’s performance according to specific requirements by choosing different
input sizes, better adapting it to various application scenarios.

(2) Backbone Network: The backbone network extracts features from the input images.
YOLOv5 adopts CSPNet (cross-stage hierarchical network) as its backbone, enhancing its
ability to capture hierarchical information. This improves its discriminatory power for
detecting targets, extracting local and global features from the images. This ensures that
YOLOv5 can more accurately represent the content of images in object detection tasks,
thereby enhancing overall performance.

(3) Neck: The neck network fuses multi-scale features from the backbone network.
YOLOv5 employs PANet (path aggregation network) as its neck network, primarily de-
signed to connect feature maps of different scales. This enhances the model’s understanding
and discriminatory ability towards targets, improving object detection accuracy.

(4) Prediction: The prediction component is responsible for predicting targets based on
the output feature maps, including the bounding boxes, categories, and confidence scores
of the targets. In this stage, YOLOv5 employs the mechanism of anchor boxes and conducts
target predictions based on the scale of the feature maps. This effectively identifies and
locates targets within the images.
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Figure 14. YOLOv5 Network Architecture Diagram.

5.2. Obstacle Coordinate Localization

Upon obtaining obstacle pixels from the target detection process, denoted as P, the
point P is translated into the image coordinate system. Subsequently, the localization
point P is mapped to three-dimensional space using a projection transformation. The final
transformation relationship between the pixel coordinate system and the camera coordinate
system is as follows:

Zc

u

v

1

 =

 fx 0 u0
0 fy v0
0 0 1


Xc

Yc

Zc

 (18)

where (u, v) represents the two-dimensional location point of the obstacle in the pixel
coordinate system, Zc is obtained from the depth camera, and fx, fy, u0, v0 represents the
intrinsic parameters of the depth camera, which are factory-calibrated by default. The
three-dimensional coordinates of the obstacle localization point in the camera coordinate
system can be solved using Equation (18) (assuming Zc = 0 by default).

Xc =
Zc(u − u0)
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Zc = 0

(19)

As the aquatic robot operates in the water surface coordinate system along the planned
route, local adjustments to the global path are necessary when obstacles are detected.
To facilitate obstacle avoidance path planning, the obstacle information in the camera
coordinate system needed to be transformed into a water surface coordinate system. This
ensures that the position information of obstacles and the localization information of the
aquatic robot are described in the same coordinate system.
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where (Xw, Yw, Zw) represents the coordinates in the water surface robot coordinate
system, R is the product of the rotation matrices in the X, Y, Z directions, and T is the
translation matrix.

5.3. Obstacle Avoidance Operations

After obstacle detection and target localization, the obtained position coordinates are
transmitted to the robot, allowing it to quickly assess whether obstacles affect its standard
navigation on the current path. When obstacles are detected on or near the path and hinder
the robot’s standard navigation, appropriate obstacle avoidance measures are taken.

Furthermore, ultrasonic sensors are employed for obstacle avoidance if the visual sys-
tem is affected by lighting conditions or obstruction. In this study, the HC-SR04 ultrasonic
module was utilized, with a range of 0.02–4 m , an accuracy of ±3 mm, and an operating
temperature range of 0–50.

The principle of ultrasonic sensor ranging relies on the speed of sound propagation
in the air, calculating the distance information of obstacles by measuring the time interval
between the moment the source sound wave is transmitted and the moment the echo signal
is received, as expressed in Equation (21).

S =
1

2T
∗ 340 m/s (21)

In Equation (21), S represents the distance between the sensor and the obstacle, and T
denotes the echo duration, the duration of the signal level. Based on the distance obtained
from Equation (21), and with a set distance threshold of 3 m, the robot will rotate clockwise
by 90 degrees to continue its cleaning operation when the distance is less than this threshold.

In conclusion, the combination of visual and ultrasonic obstacle avoidance could
provide robust obstacle avoidance capabilities, ensuring that the cleaning robot could
navigate through complex environments effectively.

6. Experimental Validation and Analysis

To validate the feasibility of the methods proposed in this paper, the experimental
system consisted of a local and remote end. The local end comprised the robot, spent
fuel pool environment, laser radar, depth camera, etc. The remote end employed a high-
performance computer with an Intel i7-7800X processor, 16GiB RAM, and RTX3090Ti
graphics card in the experiment. Digital twin modeling was conducted in the ROS system
to establish a digital twin model of the robot and its working environment.

6.1. Comparative Evaluation of the Performance of the Improved Full-Coverage Path
Planning Method

The resistance between the robot and the water surface was an essential parameter in the
experimental evaluation. Due to the complexity of calculating the resistance formula, this study
aimed to obtain the resistance value through experimentation. First, a force sensor was installed
on the robot body, propelled forward at a constant velocity of v = 1 m/s. During this process,
the force sensor experienced a corresponding force, converted into an electrical signal output.
Subsequently, the output data of the force sensor were recorded and analyzed, resulting in a
measured resistance between the robot and the water surface of approximately f = 65 N.

The parameters for the robot were set as follows: the resistance between the water
surface and the robot was approximately f = 65 N, the constant velocity of the robot along
the water surface was v = 1 m/s the power of the Raspberry Pi and circuit board was
8 W, the power of the laser radar was 3 W, and the power of the depth camera was 3.5 W.
Therefore, the power of the robot control module was Pc = 8 W + 3 W + 3.5 W = 14.5 W. The
turning time of the robot was tt = 2 s, and the turning power was Pt = 40 W. The mass of
the robot was m = 20 kg. Substituting these parameters into the energy consumption model
for the robot served as the performance evaluation objective function, guiding intelligent
algorithms in achieving the goal of full-coverage tasks with low energy consumption.
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The improved full-coverage path planning method proposed in this paper was com-
pared with the original approach by conducting empirical comparative robot experiments.
Ten repetitions of experiments were performed for each method. The objective was to
observe the performance metrics of water surface robots when using different algorithms,
including motion time, hover time, total time, path length, coverage rate, energy consump-
tion, etc. The average values of these metrics were calculated to assess the performance
and effectiveness of the new algorithm.

Observing the statistical results and analysis of the two algorithms’ metrics in Table 2,
significant differences in specific performance indicators emerged in full-coverage path
planning. Concerning the time consumption, the improved full-coverage algorithm under
digital twin collaboration, compared to the original approach, showed little difference
in motion time but exhibited substantial reductions in hover time and total time, with
a decrease of approximately 83%. Regarding coverage rate, both algorithms achieved
complete coverage, with minimal differences in path length.

Table 2. Performance Metric Comparison of Robots under Different Algorithms.

Type of Clearance Original Algorithm Improved Algorithm
with Digital Twin Collaboration

Motion Time/s 942 926
Hover Time/s 244 43
Total Time /s 1186 969

Path length/m 73.26 72.35
Site coverage% 100 100

Power consumption/J 155,053.26 128,826.15

Notably, regarding energy consumption, the improved algorithm demonstrated a
reduction of approximately 16.9%. This decrease in energy consumption was crucial for
reducing the overall weight of the water surface cleaning robot and ensuring the smooth
completion of the designated area traversal tasks. The optimization of motion and energy
consumption metrics played a vital role in enhancing the overall performance of the robot
system, providing a significant advantage for its practical applications.

6.2. Digital Twin Robot Monitoring Synchronization Experiment

To comprehensively monitor the robot’s operational status in the ROS system, the
Transform plugin was utilized within ROS visualization (rviz) to configure the display of
the robot’s motion coordinates. This facilitated the creation of a user interface for displaying
robot information, allowing for real-time data collection and updates at a frequency of 2 ms.
To validate the consistency of the system’s virtual-to-real synchronization and the accuracy
of the data, four specific time points {t1 = 200 s, t2 = 500 s, t3 = 800 s, t4 = 1100 s} were
selected during the robot’s motion. At these time instants, the positional coordinates
and orientation (angle between the robot’s direction and the horizontal direction) of both
the virtual and real robots were recorded, and the error range was computed. The final
calculated results are presented in the table below.

From Table 3, it can be observed that, in the digital twin system, the robot’s horizontal
coordinate error range at the four-time points had a maximum absolute value of around
0.122, the vertical coordinate error range had a maximum total value of approximately
0.092, and the full error range in motion direction was about 0.162. This indicates that the
system exhibited good real-time performance, meeting the requirements for virtual-to-real
synchronization tasks. It could accomplish online virtual monitoring tasks, demonstrating
the feasibility of the approach proposed in this paper.
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Table 3. Digital twin robot monitoring synchronization experiment.

Time Point/s

The Physical Robot’s Position The Virtual Robot’s Position Margin of Error%Coordinates and Motion Direction Coordinates and Motion Direction

Horizontal/m Vertical/m Angle/(°) Horizontal/m Vertical/m Angle/(°) Horizontal Vertical Angle

t1 = 200 3.262 4.266 24.63 3.266 4.263 24.59 0.122 −0.070 −0.162
t2 = 500 6.371 6.537 −86.18 6.371 6.531 −86.29 0 −0.092 0.128
t3 = 800 8.116 2.485 133.26 8.120 2.485 133.13 0.049 0 −0.098

t4 = 1100 11.482 7.774 73.89 11.486 7.779 73.96 0.035 0.064 0.095

6.3. Conclusions

The essence of digital twinning remains rooted in simulation, offering significant
advancements in the service capabilities and levels of various application domains. It is
a prevailing trend that will shape the future, with theoretical research and technological
applications extending beyond manufacturing to encompass agriculture, urban planning,
construction, power systems, and numerous other fields. This paper established a digital
twin model for a depleted fuel pool foam cleaning robot, encompassing the physical robot’s
modeling, simulation, and twinning mapping, as well as of the operational environment.
This enabled data transfer between the physical and virtual robots, facilitating the execution
of detection tasks in the virtual environment. Furthermore, the paper enhanced the full-
coverage path planning and achieved precise obstacle avoidance for the robot. Ultimately,
a depleted fuel pool foam cleaning robot system was constructed based on digital twinning.
The primary contributions of this paper are outlined below:

(1) Substantial improvements were made to the practical application of the full-
coverage path planning algorithm, resulting in enhanced cleaning efficiency and reduced
energy consumption for the robot.

(2) Using the digital twin platform for obstacle localization and detection, while
simultaneously transmitting obstacle information to the robot in real-time to assist in
obstacle avoidance, enhanced the stability and safety of the robot’s cleaning operations,
considering the limitations of robot power and computational capacity.

(3) Performing a virtual–physical fusion through digital twinning enabled real-time
monitoring of the robot’s motion status, facilitating users in obtaining information regard-
ing the robot’s movements.

However, the digital twinning approach proposed in this paper still has several
limitations. Our future work will encompass the following: (1) Enhancing the accuracy of
data collection through methods such as deep learning and image recognition. (2) Further
refining the modeling of work scenarios, robot structures, and kinematic models to make
the virtual space more closely resemble real-world operations.
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